
Challenges 
As you know, I’ve been posting a positive word a day, for the last few weeks.  I really like the whole 

word of the day thing.  Mainly because it forces me to start my day on a positive note.  This in turn 

helps me to stay positive through-out the day.  I know that people tend to think that I am always 

positive, but believe me; some days I can be downright pessimistic.  I mean I guess that’s the case 

with most of us.   Especially given the state of the world today.  But we can's afford to fall prey to 

negativity.  I know I can’t.   I am a strong believer that negativity delays blessings.  And I would like 

to receive every blessing intended for me. 

Well interestingly enough; today’s word was challenge and it inspired a good point by a co-workers.  

Every so often one of my co-workers will ask;  

“So what’s the word of the day Nef?” Usually I’ll rattle of the word and why I choose it.  Well today 

my co-worker replied by saying;    

“You know Nef; challenges really do make life more meaningful.” 

“Really, what makes you say that?” I asked intrigued.   

“Well I remember this one time before I was married with kids, a friend and I decided to go to the 

Macy’s Thanksgiving parade.  We were broke.   I mean dead broke.  But we decided that we were 

going anyway.   We got in our car and drove from Boston to New Jersey.   We didn’t know anyone in 

Jersey so we parked our car across the street from a bodega and camped out there.   People were 

walking past us, but we just hunkered down in the car, huddled under blankets.   

When day broke we got up, went to the bodega and brought ourselves English muffins for breakfast.  

That was all we could afford anyway.  Man did I say it was freezing!  After breakfast we jumped on 

the Path train and took it into Manhattan.  We had less than $10 dollars to our names, but we were 

determined to make it.  When we got to Manhattan we watched the parade as we huddled under our 

blankets. And to tell you the truth the whole thing was crazy but it was a challenge and we had a 

good time.”   

“I bet!” I replied.  But what she said next really hit home.   

“You know if we had the money to stay in a nice hotel and take a warm cab into the city, the whole 

experience wouldn’t have made such an awesome story.    I mean think about it.  All those challenges 

we faced made the whole experience so meaningful.  Me and my girlfriend still laugh about it till this 

day.”   

I was touched by her story.  I mean she had hit the nail directly on the head.  I have often reflected 

on how my struggles have strengthen my resilience.  Turbulent seas certainly create skillful sailors.    

Challenges…. We have our fair share of them, but without them the journey wouldn't be as 

meaningful... 

                                                                                                                                     


